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The information in this briefing paper has been reprinted from directly quoted press clippings published in ANC Newsbriefings. 
They have been selected to provide information on South Africa not generally available in the U.S. press. The opinions stated are 
those of the quoted newspapers and not necessarily those of the African National Congress or WES PAC. To aid in the interpretation 
of the articles, the political coloration of the newspapers can be stated as follows. Star - the largest circulation newspaper in South 
Africa - it appeals to "liberal" whites. It is politically comparable to the Boston Globe, Los Angeles Times, Washington Post and 
New York Times. The Sowetan is owned by the Star but is written to appeal to Blacks. The Weekly Mail (soon to be the Daily 
Mail), New Nation, City Press, and South can loosely be termed ''progressive. Citizen favors the National Party. 

ANC AND GOVERNMENT 
FACE CLASH OVER VOfE 
A crucial difference of opinion which 
could set the government nd the ANC on 
a collision course over a new constitution 
emerged this week. Gerrit Viljoen, 
Minister of Constitutional Affairs, told 
parliament the National ?arty govern
ment would demand special powers to 
prevent the country from being 'misled 
by an unsophisticated majority vote.' And 
the government also envisaged special 
protection for the right of people to live 
in specific communities and to have their 
own schools if they so wished. This has 
been interpreted as a softer form of the 
current 'free-settlement areas' and 'own 
areas' policy. The government believes 
'unsophisticated' majority voters could 
dump the country into a one-party state 
or a dictatorship. The government also 
envisages veto rights on 'unfair' taxes. 

His speech has set the government on a 
collision course with the ANC after its 
deputy president Nelson Mandela had 
said the ANC was not prepared to 
discuss group rights in constitutional 
negotiations. The immediate reaction of 
an ANC spokesman was to accuse Dr. 
Viljoen of arrogance in his reference to 
'an unsophisticated majority vote'. Dr. 
Viljoen was presumably referring to 
blacks, he said. 'Did sophisticated whites 
vote the Nats into power? Are sophisti
cated whites voting for the Conservative 
Party? Did sophisticated Germans vote for 
Hitler?', the ANC spokesman demanded. 

He said Dr. Viljoen's insistence that 
residential areas and 'own schools' be 
protected in a new constitution was just 
'apartheid by another name.' He added it 
was obvious that when the government 
referred to minoi-ity rights it was really 
thinking of retaining white privilege. Dr. 
Viljoen said the government wanted a 
'special say' for the group or groups of 
which it would form part. He said that a 
future constitution must give minority 
groups a 'special say through representa
tion and decision making'. He said these 
minorities must be defined along 'accept
able and non-racial lines.' 

In contrast to its tough stand on 
minority rights, the ANC said yesterday 
it found general favour with the govern
ment's 12-point blueprint designed to 
guarantee group rights. 

Sunday Star 5/13/<JO -
WCAL BODIES TO TAKE 
POWER 
The government is working on a plan to 
set up a network of neighborhood com
mittees throughout SA with statutory 

powers to decide on crucial local issues. 
President F.W. de Klerk hinted at the new 
system this week, shortly before he left 

· for Europe ... This plan is behind Mr. De 
Klerk's promise to scrap the Group Areas 
Act and replace it with 'non-discrimina
tory' measures. It forms the heart of 
government policy to devolve power to 
the lowest possible level ... 

... In his speech Mr. De Klerk said 
the new system must accomodate regional 
and community differences ... However, 

observers believe a possible danger to 
such a system in white areas is that high 
standards will put up effective barriers 
against other races, leading to charges of 
racism and locally administered apartheid. 

Sunday Star 5/13/<JO 

-
ANC AND SA :MILITARY 
LEADERS TO CONFER 
The top brass of the AN C's armed wing, 
Umkhonto we Sizwe, is due to meet high 
ranking SA Defense Force and Citizen 
Force officers in a historic military con
ference in Lusaka later this month. 

Representatives of homeland defense 
forces are also scheduled to accompany 
the South African delegation to the con
ference, which has been initiated by the 
Institute for a Democratic Alternative in 
SA (IDASA). The ANC will be repre
sented at the military conference by Mr. 
Chris Hani, Mr. Thabo Mbeki, Mr. Aziz 
Pahad and Mr. Ronnie Kasrils. The SA 
delegation will include Dr. J. de Villiers, 
a top military academic and security con
sultant, Major General Wally Black, 
General Bob Rogers, [and] Colonel Hilda 
Burnett ... 

IDASA spokesman and conference 
·= ..,._organizer Nie-Boraine-outlined the-0bjee

tives of the conference. It is firstly a 
forum for exchanging practical ideas, 
such as possible steps to take if a cease 
fire is declared, or the return of 
Umkhonto we Sizwe to SA. Another 
aspect of the meeting was that ideas on 
the composition and structure of a future 
defense force could be discussed. Mr. 
Boraine also felt the conference could act 
as a peace mission, in which experienced 
and senior soldiers would 'stay together, 
eat together, and freely exchange con
structive ideas', he said. 

Eastern Province Herald 5111/<JO -
HUNGARY AND SANCTIONS 
SA and Hungary are to establish perma
nent missions in each other's countries, 
Pretoria said. It is SA'.s first formal move 
toward rapprochement with the Warsaw 
Pact. The decision does not amount to 

the establishment of full diplomatic rela
tions. But the move-following a visit to 
Budapest by the SA Foreign Minister, 
Pik Botha, in January-points to a break
through by SA on the international 
diplomatic front. According to govern
ment officials, the initiative came from 
Hungary. There is speculation that 
Poland and Czechoslovakia may follow suit. 

SA has long claimed that it has been 
engaged in 'covert' trade with the Eastern 
Bloc. But it is now anxious to exploit re
cent developments in Warsaw Pact coun
tries, whose relatively unsophisticated 
markets are regarded as ideal targets for 
SA goods. The ANC bitterly criticised 
Hungary for allowing Mr. Botha's visit. 
South Africans are now able to obtain 
visas to visit Hungary within 48 hours 
and a few SA businessmen have already 
set up offices in Budapest. Hungarians 
represent the second largest East 
European community in SA, after the 
Polish. Many Hungarians emigrated here 
after the 1956 uprising. 

Guardian (UK) 3/31/<JO -
JOE SWVO ON POST
APARfHEID ECONOMY 
One of the most implacable foes of the 
SA government, Mr. Joe Slovo, a top 
official of the ANC and one of its chief 
economic thinkers, believes Pretoria 
would concede black majority rule 
tomorrow if it could guarantee that white 
economic privilege would survive the 
end of apartheid. For when common 
ground has been found on all the political 
issues which divide the two South 
Africas-a lengthy process in itself-the 
hardest bargaining is likely to focus on 

1..-.the.economic structure.ofa post
apartheid SA. 

The National ?arty, and some black 
leaders such as ... Chief Buthelezi, will 
. wish to see free enterprise capitalism 
perpetuated in SA, while ANC makes 
clear it is seeking a transformation of its 
economic relations. The most senior 
ANC official and the lowliest teenage 
guerrilla agree on this point: there can be 
no political liberation without economic 
liberation. In an interview. . . Mr. Slovo 
outlined the twin objectives of the 
organization's economic policy: to bring 
about a redistribution of wealth while 
ensuring that the economy 'serves the 
purposes of every economy, that it pro
vides for the needs of the people. When 
the transformation comes, we can't just 
bake slogans, we've got to bake bread', he · 
says ... 

He is at one with other ANC leaders in 
insisting that the fundamental aim of 



economic policy must be the redistribu- The mines, banks, monopoiy in- 'People have been coming out since 
tion of wealth . 'We can't say to our consti- dustries, other sectors of the economy 1960; said Jordan: 'There are so many 
tuency, "We've battled all this time, and too, 'have got to be taken under public contingencies to calculate regarding peo-
now we're going to leave everything to control, which I distinguish from state ple's return. The fact that someone came 
those who have dominated the whole control, which in the socialist world has from a certain place doesn't necessarily 
while; says Mr. Slovo. When pressed for been a bureaucratic concept which has mean he'll be able to return there; forced 
specifics on the mechanism of redistribu- not led to effective public control; he removals have meant that some places 
tion, Mr. Slovo said the movement is still says. Public control means 'effective par- don't even exist anymore.' Some exiles 
working out its policy ... [T]he ANC ticipation through democratic have been trying to make contact with 
leader pleads that the demands of the mechanisms of democratic represen- their families, only to find that telephone 
liberation struggle have meant 'we've had tatives of the people, the producers numbers and addresses have changed. 
to devote the bulk of our energies to get- themselves, and other participants.' According to Jordan, the pace and 
ting there, and not to what we're going to Asked whether this was not the type of quality of ANC members' repatriation 
do when we arrive.' economic system which had been re- will depend on whether international 

Mr. Slovo is, however, willing to be jected in eastern Europe, Mr. Slovo agencies and non-governmental organiza-
categorical on one point: nationalization replied that the 'right kind' of public con- tions play a role. 'Usually issues of reset-
is not the fundamental policy of the trol had never been achieved in socialist tlement are handled by agencies which 
ANC. 'The ANC has made clear its countries. 'The concept of public control specialize in that kind of work; he said. 
acceptance of the coexistence of different cannot be jettisoned merely because The ANC is unlikely to have the 
forms of property: state, private, mixed, there have been bad forms of public necessary funds to pay for such an 
perhaps collective.' It envisages a mixed control.' operation. 
economy. That does not mean that no The basic economic lesson of Eastern Weekly Mail 3/9/90 
industry will be nationalized; indeed , Europe, he concludes, is that "if you are 
some probably will, Mr. Slovo says. But going to build socialism, you must go RIGHTWINGERS 
he is at pains to point out that the 1955 · beyond mere state planning and control; STEAL ARMS Freedom Charter-the ANC's basic you must have democratic participation 
policy document - does not use the word of producers at all levels.' Building Rightwing extremists are believed to have 
'nationalization.' Its formula is that 'the socialism is not, however, the immediate been responsible for a second raid on a 
mineral wealth beneath the soil, the goal of the ANC, Mr. Slovo says. 'The military armory in SA at the weekend, 
banks and monopoly industry shall be economy of South Africa the day after fueling concern about a violent white 
transferred to the ownership of the people the ANC flag flies over Union Buildings backlash against the government's reform · 
as a whole.' in Pretoria will be exactly the same as the moves. News of the incident came while 

Nationalization - if that is defined as day before,' he asserts. 'You can't the neo-Nazi leader Eugene Terre' 
the transfer of legal ownership to the transform it by edict without risking Blanche was holding talks with the gov-
state-4loes not in itself lead to the kind of economic collapse.' ... Foreign capital emment yesterday about the apparent 
transformation we are seeking; argues will remain crucial to development, and mobilization of paramilitary extremists. 
Mr. Slovo. Mr. Mandela, for his part, guarantee of stability and security will Police disclosed yesterday that raiders 
seems firmly to believe that nationaliza- be offered to insure investors do not had broken into a strongroom at a com-
tion is the best mechanism to achieve avoid SA mando base south of Johannesburg. It 
economic upliftment for black people. It 

Financial Times (UK) 2/ 27/ 90 
appears that the raid may have been an 

· worked for the Afrikaners- so the argu- inside operation, because access doors 
ment goes -who used public sector were not forced. 
industry to promote the economic in- It follows a similar operation in 
terests of so-called poor whites after the 

BRINGING ANC l\1EMBERS 
Pretoria last month, when a substantial 

Second World War. Now it can work the cache of arms was stolen from the Air 
same magic for black people. HOME Force headquarters. That raid is believed 

Mr. Slovo seems eager to allay anxiety Faced with the huge task of bringing its to have been masterminded by a well 
provoked in business circles about na- members back home, the ANC is to con- . known rightwinger and former city 
tionalization: 'The narrow issue of duct a census to find out exactly how councillor, Piet Rudolph, who said later 
nationalization is a bit of a red herring; many there are outside the country. A the weapons stolen . . . were for use in 
he says. 'The image conjured up is one of special committee has been appointed in a 'counter revolution.' Three national 
a sudden 100 % takeover by the state, Lusaka to carry out the count and in- servicemen arrested for involvement in 
without the involvement of other sectors vestigate ways of handling ANC the raid have said that Mr. Rudolph 
of capital .. .To me the more important members' return, according to Pallo told them the operation had been 
question is one of control, not owner- Jordan, secretary for information and authorized by the army and the 
ship; he argues. 'The question is whether publicity. Conservative estimates put the weapons were to be supplied to the 
a particular sector is run purely in the number of ANC members in exile at be- Zulu movement, lnkatha, for use 
interests of profit or in the interests of tween 10,000 and 30,000, but the real a~ainst the ANC and UDF ... 
people.' figure is probably much higher . .. Guardian (UK) 5/ 15/90 

For further informatioll call: Westchester People's Action Coalition (WESPAC), 255 Grove Street, White Plains, New York 10601, 914-682-0488. 
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